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Analysis of the total 12C„a,g…16O cross section based on available angular distributions
and other primary data
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Because a knowledge of the12C/16O ratio is crucial to the understanding of the later evolution of massive
stars, newR- and K-matrix fits have been completed using the available angular distribution data from
radiativea capture and elastica scattering on12C. Estimates of the total12C(a,g)16O rate at stellar energies
are reported. In contrast with previous work, the analyses generally involveR- andK-matrix fits directly to the
primary data, i.e., the energy- and angle-dependent differential yields, with all relevant partial waves fitted
simultaneously~referred to here as surface fits!. It is shown that, while theE1 part of the reaction is well
constrained by a recent experiment on theb-delayeda-particle decay of16N, only upper limits can be placed
on theE2 ground state cross section factor which we take conservatively asSE2~300!,140 keV b. Simulations
were then carried out to explore what kind of new data could lead to better restrictions onSE2~300!. We find
that improved elastic scattering data may be the best short-term candidate for such restrictions while signifi-
cantly improvingS~300! with new radiative capture data may require a longer-term effort. Theoretical models
and estimates froma-transfer reactions for theE2 part of 12C(a,g)16O are then discussed for comparison with
theR- andK-matrix fits of the present work.@S0556-2813~96!03307-9#

PACS number~s!: 27.20.1n, 25.55.2e, 26.201f
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the helium-burning phase of massive stars only t
nuclear reactions are of essential importance: the tripla
reaction leading to the production of12C and the subsequen
12C(a,g)16O reaction@1–3#. The ratio of these two reaction
rates determines the12C/16O ratio after helium burning and
consequently both the amounts of12C and 16O, and of the
heavier nuclides built from these nuclei. In addition, the fu
ther structural evolution of the star is influenced by the ra
of carbon to oxygen, resulting in different iron core mass
before the onset of the final supernova collapse and ex
sion, which will, in turn, affect the relative probabilities o
different types of supernova remnants@2,4#.

While the triple-a reaction appears to be experimenta
well determined, the situation is different for th
12C(a,g)16O reaction. Because the value of the cross sec
is required near the astrophysically most important ene
E5300 keV,1 theoretical extrapolations of the cross sectio
measured at higher energies are needed. In attempts to
prove the reliability of the extrapolations, data from comp
mentary experiments@12C(a,a)12C elastic scattering and th
earlier 16N experiments# were included in the extrapolations
Initially these analyses did not improve the extrapolatio
Values ranging from essentially 0 to 500 keV b were quo
for theS factor atE5300 keV@5–11#. It became apparent in

1Throughout the paperE denotes center-of-mass energy andEa

represents laboratorya energy in thea112C system. The cross
section factor S(E) is defined by the relation
S(E)5Es(E)exp@2ph#, where the Sommerfeld paramete
h5Z1Z2a@mc2/2E#1/2.
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these analyses that a major difficulty lay in the insensitivit
of the higher-energy data~at the statistical level of the ex-
periments! to the values of the reduceda widths of the
Jp512 andJp521 subthreshold states of16O at excitation
energiesEx57.12 MeV and 6.91 MeV, respectively. How-
ever, with the recent precise measurement of theb-delayed
a-particle decay of16N @12#, where it has been demonstrated
that thea spectrum is quite sensitive to the reduceda width
of the subthresholdJp512 state, theE1 radiative capture
part of the 12C(a,g)16O reaction has been determined to
about 30%. Nevertheless, theE2 part of this reaction re-
mains poorly determined partly because no mode
independent alternative measurement for the reduced wid
of the Jp521 state has become available. The same is tru
for cascade transitions in the radiative capture, though the
are less important at stellar energies.

However, in recent network calculations of nucleosynthe
sis in massive stars@2#, the results are found to be in excel-
lent agreement with solar system abundances for all the
termediate masses~16<A<32! if the S factor1 for the
12C(a,g)16O reaction is 170650 keV b at 300 keV. This
exceptionally tight restraint underlines the unusual sensiti
ity of stellar models to the total cross section of this reactio
and implies that experiments of better than 30% precision a
required for a definitive test of theories of stellar evolution

In this work, we explore the extent to which the available
data may place further restrictions on theE2 part of the
12C(a,g)16O reaction after theE1 part has been determined,
and to what extent future experiments may impose mo
stringent ones.

II. APPROACHES TO THE ANALYSIS

In the previous publications, as exemplified by Ref.@12#,
secondary data were in general used for both the radiati

r
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capture and elastic scattering aspects of the analyses. In
cases the primary data most often consisted of angular
tributions measured at many discrete energies~see Secs.
III B 1 and III B 2 for details!. Each primary distribution was
then analyzed independently in terms of the appropriate
of Legendre polynomials to yield the secondary data cons
ing of the relevant angular momentum components. In
case of radiative capture, the secondary data consisted of
of derivedsE1 andsE2 cross sections, while for the elasti
scattering the secondary data were comprised of sets
phase shiftsd l for l 50–6. It was at this stage in the prev
ous work thatR- andK-matrix fits were introduced in the
analysis of the secondary data. In all cases, experime
errors were propagated to yield errors for the derived d
However, these data and their error values, being deri
quantities, are no longer proportional to the experimenta
measured quantities, i.e., the angular distribution yields,
thus lead to complications for the interpretation of the sta
tical and systematic errors of the experiment and analysi

In work preparatory to extending the analysis of the ava
able data to include theE2 part of the radiative capture, w
have reanalyzed the original primary angular distributio
for both the radiative capture and elastic scattering exp
ments. In doing so, we have found that the angular mom
tum components were highly correlated. The use of the se
rate, derived angular momentum data sets as indepen
data in subsequentR- andK-matrix analyses, as was don
previously, may therefore have introduced significant erro

In addition to these problems with correlations betwe
the partial waves, problems are introduced when the anal
of each angular distribution is carried out independen
from those at the other energies. The coefficients in the L
endre polynomial expressions for the angular distributio
are the energy-dependent cross sections for the radiative
ture or are functions of the phase shifts for the elastic sc
tering. The energy dependence of these quantities has
ignored in all previous analyses of the angular distributio
in which the quantities themselves were treated as indep
dent adjustable parameters for the analysis at each ene
This would be a reasonable approach if the energy dep
dence were very slowly varying, and if systematic energ
dependent errors were negligible. It is likely, however, th
energy-dependent systematic errors are the major sourc
uncertainty in both types of experiment, and at least in
case of the elastic scattering, the differential cross sect
vary extremely rapidly over the whole energy range of t
experiments. This possible energy dependence of system
problems will become apparent in the discussion of the e
tic data~Sec. III C 3!.

The present reanalysis of the angular distribution data
shown that the previous approaches very often led to le
squares fits for which the reducedx2 values were signifi-
cantly less than unity. If, on the other hand, the data
presented as functions of energy~i.e., yield versus energy for
each specific angle!, then much larger fluctuations and sy
tematic errors became evident. Also, in the case of the ela
scattering angular distributions where the yields vary rapi
with energy, an integration over finite target thickness is n
essary. This cannot be accomplished without taking the
ergy dependence of the cross sections into account. In
connection it will be shown below~Sec. III B 2! that indi-
both
dis-
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vidual Legendre polynomial fits to the primary data can in-
correctly compensate for target-thickness-induced effects.

In order to illustrate these considerations, the relevant an
gular distributions are presented below with the energy de
pendence explicitly indicated.

For radiative capture we use@9#

W~ug ,E!512Q2P2~cosug!1@sE2~E!/sE1~E!#

3@11 5
7 Q2P2~cosug!2 12

7 Q4P4~cosug!#

1 6
5 @5sE2~E!/sE1~E!#1/2cosF~E!

3@Q1P1~cosug!2Q3P3~cosug!#, ~1!

wherePk(cosug) are the Legendre polynomials in the center-
of-mass system,Qk the experimental attenuation coefficients
of the g detectors, andF(E) the phase difference between
the p and d waves. The phase difference angleF(E) is
given in general scattering theory by

F~E!5d2~E!2d1~E!1arctan~ 1
2h!, ~2!

with h being the Sommerfeld parameter. This expression ha
been used throughout forF(E) with the elastic phase shifts
d available from experiment.

The elastic phase-shift analysis is performed using th
single-channel, spin-zero formula of Refs.@13–15#,

ds~ua ,E!

dV

5
1

k2 U2 h

2
sin22S 12 uaDexpF22ih lnsinS 12 uaD G

1 (
l 50

`

~2l 11!Pl ~cosua!exp$ i @2a l 1d l ~E!#%

3sind l ~E!U2, ~3!

with the Coulomb phases

a l 5 (
m51

l

arctan
h

m
, a050. ~4!

It is evident from these expressions that bothW(ug ,E)
andds(ua ,E)/dV represent surfaces above the (ug ,E) and
(ua ,E) planes for which the energy-dependent cross sec
tions and phase shifts can be expressed in terms of a co
mon set ofR- or K-matrix parameters. The experimental
angular distributions upon which the previous analyses wer
based are obviously cutsE5const through these surfaces. In
the present study, however, a more comprehensive analy
is carried out which includes fits over the entire surface o
each set of distributions. In this way, the fits are made di
rectly to the primary data, and all the angular momentum
components~e.g., sE1 , sE2 , and d l ) are treated equally,
consistently, and simultaneously in terms of theR- and
K-matrix parameters. Fits of this type are referred to assur-
face fitsthroughout the rest of this report.
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In the present work we have thus performed an anal
mainly of the primary data available in the literature inclu
ing the data recently reported in Ref.@11# for which only a
preliminary account has been published. Unfortunately,
kind of primary data required in our analysis cannot be
tracted from all of the published measurements of
12C(a,g)16O reaction; in particular the measurements
Refs. @9# and @10# could not be analyzed by the approa
used in this work as discussed in Sec. III B 1. However,
maintain a connection with the previous analyses, and
comparison purposes, we also perform some fits to sec
ary data.

The paper has the following structure: After giving a
overview of the theory and data used,R- andK-matrix fits to
these data are discussed and an upper limit forSE2~300! is
derived. After this step, the degree to which future impro
ments in experimental results could lead to improvement
our knowledge of the astrophysicalS factor atE5300 keV
@abreviatedS~300! in the following# for 12C(a,g)16O is dis-
cussed. To compare with our value ofS~300!, theoretical
optical-model calculations for12C(a,g)16O are discussed. In
addition,a-transfer data which may, in principle, determin
the reduced width of theEx56.917 MeV state2 in 16O are
introduced in our fits to obtain a comparison with our val
of SE2~300!. From this work we draw some conclusions r
gardingS(300).

III. SURFACE R- AND K-MATRIX FITS
TO AVAILABLE DATA

A. Formal approach used in the fits

The generalR- andK-matrix approaches to the simulta
neous analyses of the three kinds of data have been
documented in@12# and references therein. In these previo
analyses only theE1 part of the12C(a,g)16O reaction was
included. Also, only thed1 andd3 experimental phase shift
@12,13# for the elastic scattering and thel 51 and l 53
components for theb-delayeda-spectrum of16N were used
in the parametrization. In the present work we wish to exte
the analysis of the radiative capture reaction to include
E2 component and the elastic scattering to include ph
shifts from l 50 to l 56. All the necessary equations an
notation are given in@12# except those for theE2 component
of the radiative capture which are given in the next secti

Because of the more comprehensive analysis underta
here, additional states are required for the present param
zations. For thes wave (l 50! we use the 6.049 MeV sub
threshold state and up to two background states.3 We use
three states~7.12 MeV, 9.61 MeV, and aJp512 back-
ground state! for the parametrization of thel 51 compo-
nents of the radiative capture, the beta-delayed alpha d
of 16N, and the elastic scattering. Similar considerations h

2For brevity, state energies in16O will be referred to in the fol-
lowing text by quoting their excitation energy without the symb
Ex , and without special reference to16O where there is no ambi
guity.
3Variations beyond one background state for thes wave resulted

in little change in the quality of the fits.
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true for thel 53 partial waves of theb-delayeda decay of
16N and the elastic scattering~i.e., states at 6.13 MeV, 11.4
MeV, and aJp532 background state!. For thel 52 com-
ponents, the radiative capture is parametrized in terms o
state at 6.91 MeV, a direct capture~DC! component~only
R matrix!, the 11.52 MeV state, and aJp521 background
state, while the elastic scattering utilizes the same states
6.91 MeV, 11.52 MeV, and the sameJp521 background
state. Thel 54 elastic scattering is represented in terms o
states at 10.356 MeV, 11.097 MeV, and aJp541 back-
ground state. Thel 55 and l 56 phase shifts are given in
terms of singleJp552 and Jp561 background states, re-
spectively. Background pole terms inK-matrix theory can be
either real or complex as discussed subsequently; echo po
were allowed as background terms. In addition, ou
K-matrix expressions contain a constant background term f
l 51 and 2. As was done in@12#, known values of the ener-
gies, as well as thea andg widths for several of the states
were taken from@16#.

Because of the large number of states and different kin
of data involved, up to 48 parameters could be used in t
full fits. However, some of them were kept constant, in pa
ticular experimentally related parameters, while the intera
tion radiusa, which does not provide a straightforward mini-
mization with our programs, was varied in fixed steps. It ma
also be noted that the number of parameters in fits to ea
individual distribution was far smaller. Because of the hig
number of parameters, the large number of fits, and the a
biguous results finally obtained, we do not give paramet
tables in this paper; however, they are available from th
authors on request.

The boundary conditionsBl in R-matrix theory have
been taken to be equal to the shift functions evaluated at t
subthreshold state energies of thel 50, 2, and 3 waves; for
the l 51 wave the matching energy was 300 keV as in Re
@12#, while for the l 54 wave the position of theJp541

resonance at 10.35 MeV was selected; 1 MeV was chos
arbitrarily for l 55 and 6. In theK-matrix theory additional
constraints on the background terms forl 52 were intro-
duced by using an optical potential model. As in Ref.@12#
we convoluted theb-delayeda spectrum of16N with the
detector resolution.

1. R-matrix formalism: E2 radiative capture

The extension of theR-matrix analysis to include the
E2 radiative capture component is mainly based on the wo
of @17# and we give here a brief summary of the relevan
formalism. Reference@17# in turn is based on Ref.@18#. This
approach is derived from perturbation theory and assum
that there is no other strong-interaction channel open at lo
a1 12C scattering energies. The16O ground state is de-
scribed by ana1 12C factorization with total angular mo-
mentumJf50 and a dimensionless reduceda width4 ua f .

ol
- 4In defining the dimensionless reduceda width ua we follow the

convention of Ref.@19#. In part of the literature, e.g., Ref.@20#, the
definition of the reduced width differs from the one used here by
factorA3/2.
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The E2 capture at low energies then occurs froma1 12C
scattering states withJi5l i52.

The E2 capture cross section to the ground state is th
given by @17#

s2055
p

k2
uU20u2, ~5!

wherek is the wave number of the incoming particle and

uU20u254P2kg
5u(

l,m
glagmgAlm1UDCu2. ~6!

In this expressionP2 is the penetrabilty for the incoming
particle, kg5Eg /\c is the photon wave number, andgla
(gmg) are thea-width (g-width! amplitudes of the level
l~m!. The first part of the sum is a standardR-matrix expres-
sion where the inverse of the level matrix is given by

@~A2!
21#lm5~E2l2E!dlm2~S22B21 iP2!glagma ,

~7!

wheredlm is the Kronecker delta symbol; the shift functio
S2 and the boundary conditionB2 refer to the~elastic! a
channel. Following Ref.@17#, the photon reduced-width am
plitude can be split into internal and asymptotic channel co
tributions:

glg5glg~ int!1glg~ch!, ~8!

where the first part is independent of energy, while the s
ond part has a slight energy dependence,

glg~ch!5A3

2
Laua fglaFJ9~E!1 i

F2G2

F2
21G2

2 J8~E!G ,
~9!

with

L5
3e

A50
M1/2

\
Nf
1/2a2. ~10!

HereM is the reduced mass,e is the elementary charge, an
Nf is the integral expression defined as

Nf
21511

3~ua f !
2

a E
a

`

drFW0~r !

W0~a!G
2

. ~11!

In Eq. ~9! the regular and irregular Coulomb function
F2 andG2 have to be determined at the interaction radi
a. The Whittaker functionW0(r ) is the asymptotic part of
the 16O ground state wave function. The energy-depend
functionsJ8(E) andJ9(E) are given by

J8~E!5
1

a3Ea
`

drr 2
W0~r !

W0~a! F F2~r !

F2~a!
2
G2~r !

G2~a!G ~12!

and

J9~E!5
1

a3Ea
`

drr 2
W0~r !

W0~a!

F2~a!F2~r !1G2~a!G2~r !

F2
2~a!1G2

2~a!
.

~13!
en

n-

c-

s
s

nt

We note that in Eq.~8! two relatedg-width parameters
per statel have been introduced into the fitting procedur
Because the energy dependence ofglg~ch! is rather weak,
we therefore chose to use only oneg-width parameter, i.e.,
settingglg~int! to zero. Then, to matchglg to the known
g width of the 6.917 MeV state in16O (Gg597 meV @16#!,
it is necessary to extrapolateglg

2 ~ch!, and henceJ8(E) and
J9(E) to E520.245 MeV. Tests with a constantglg show
little difference in the final fitting results.

Finally, the direct capture expressionUDC in Eq. ~6! is
given by

UDC5A3

2

L

k
F2~a!G2~a!ua fJ8~E!. ~14!

2. K-matrix formalism: E2 radiative capture

Because theK-matrix formalism makes no explicit refer-
ence to channel radii, it has no prescription for separate
clusion of hard core terms and direct radiative capture term
On the other hand, the formalism requires that both bou
states and resonances be described by pole structures i
channels@21–23#. We have attempted to reduce any unce
tainty in the form of theK-matrix background parametriza-
tion by analyzing the results of a microscopic potenti
model simulation of theE2 capture process~@9# and Secs.
III C 1, III C 4, and V D!. We find that, in the relevant en-
ergy region (E<2.5 MeV!, the background in the simulated
capture cross section is well reproduced by the sum o
constant background termB and an echo pole atE'8 MeV,
in agreement with the background parametrization adop
in Ref. @23#. For consistency we then adopted the same p
rametrization and energy range for the elastic phase-s
data. Thus ourK-matrix parametrization~in the notation of
Refs.@21,23#! reads

Kag5
ga1gg1

E12E
1
ga2gg2

E22E
1Bag , ~15!

Kaa5
ga1ga1

E12E
1
ga2ga2

E22E
1Baa , ~16!

where the subscripts~1,2! refer to the subthreshold 21 state
and echo pole, respectively, and the background parame
Bag ,Baa are constants.

As found in Ref.@23#, Eqs.~15! and~16! provide a good
fit to the radiative capture, and the elastic phase-shift data
Ref. @13#. Similarly, good fits were obtained employing th
elastic scattering angular distribution data. We also verifi
with K-matrix fits that the target thickness dependence of t
elastic data is independent of the formalism~see Fig. 6!.
Nevertheless, because of possible uncertainties in the lo
energy elastic scattering data~see Sec. III C 3!, fits involving
the full set of elastic scattering angular distribution data ha
not been pursued further with theK-matrix formulation.

As has been discussed in Ref.@23#, SE2~300!, the E2
cross-sectionS factor at 300 keV, is highly correlated with
the reduceda width of the bound 21 level. We have there-
fore incorporatedSE2~300! in place of the reduceda width
ga1 of the 6.917 MeV state in ourK-matrix parametrization.
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This was also done for theR-matrix parameter sets.5 In ad-
dition, as described in Ref.@12#, SE1~300! has been substi
tuted for the subthresholda width of the 7.12 MeV state in
bothK- andR-matrix approaches.

B. Use of data and discussion of errors

1. Review of the literature on radiativea capture
and the16N decay

There are many measurements of the12C(a,g)16O cross
section reported in the literature@5,6,8–11#. The early mea-
surements of Refs.@5,6# show, however, such strong system
atic differences from the rest of the data that we do
include them in the present fits. The remaining measu
ments fall into two categories: those where the primary
gular distribution data are available@7,8,11# and those where
only derived data~sE1 and/or sE2! have been published
@9,10#. Of those studies where the primary angular distrib
tion data are available, Ref.@7# reports a set of measure
ments, at a sequence of energies, of the12C(a,g)16O cross
section with a large NaI~Tl! detector positioned at 90°. In
addition, angular distributions at ten angular positions w
obtained for four representative energies. The 90° meas
ments, from which a theoreticalE2 part has been subtracte
are reported in Ref.@7# as the totalE1 cross section. Becaus
of the finite detector angular resolution and the model dep
dence of the subtraction, the primary data@24#, from which
these results were deduced, are treated as one point an
distributions in the fits.

In another study, Ref.@8# reports a measurement of th
12C(a,g)16O cross section in close geometry with a heliu
gas target in inverted kinematics. Because the geometr
close to an angle-integrated one and the detector attenu
factors are hard to construct from the publication, the cr
section is assumed to be angle integrated.

Finally, Ref. @11# reports a measurement of th
12C(a,g)16O cross section using six germanium detecto
an a beam, and12C-implanted targets. Sixteen angular d
tributions at a variety of energies betweenE51.4 MeV and
3.0 MeV are reported. This is the most detailed and comp
set of primary angular distributions that are available in
literature, and hence one of the mainstays of the pre
analysis.

In summary, the 16 angular distributions of Ref.@11#, the
4 angular distributions and the 17 90° measurements of
@7#, the 36 angle-integrated results of Ref.@8#, and the 4
relative angular distribution measurements of Ref.@9# con-
stitute the complete set ofg-ray angular distributions chose
for this new analysis.

Of those experiments where the primary data are
available, particularly extensive and thorough sets of ang
distribution measurements are described in@9#. One set of
measurements utilized eight NaI~Tl!detectors,6 while two

5For computing time reasons this approach was abandoned in
R-matrix analyses whenSE2~300! was not the subject of interest i
a fit.
6TheE2 cross sections derived from the NaI detectors are syst

atically larger by a factor of 2–3 than the other data and h
therefore been disregarded in the following analyses.
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others employed six and three germanium detectors, res
tively. Unfortunately the original angular distribution da
cannot be reconstructed from the published material beca
only sE1 andsE2 and their ratios are available. In@9# the
E1 values were derived by correcting the 90° detector d
for a smallE2 contribution due to the finite size of the de
tector. Values forsE2 were then determined from fits mad
to each angular distribution using Eq.~2! where the relative
phaseF(E) was assumed to be an unconstrained fitting va
able. Since the phase differenceF(E) can be determined
explicitly from Eq. ~2! with the use of previously published
phase-shift data, and since its value should vary in a conti
ous and known manner as a function of energy, it may
more appropriate to use Eq.~2! to calculateF(E). This was
done in all the relevant fits described below.

In the second study of this category, Ref.@10# reports a
measurement of the12C(a,g)16O cross section using a12C
beam, NaI detectors in close geometry, and a16O recoil de-
tector. The analysis used a technique based largely on
sE1/sE2 results of Ref.@9# to separate theE1 andE2 frac-
tions of the12C(a,g)16O cross section. While it may be pos
sible to construct the original experimental yields from t
published data, the information available is insufficient
derive the necessary angular acceptance corrections for
recoil detector.

There are three published papers on theb-delayeda
spectrum of16N @25,26,12#. A critique of the published data
of @25# can be found in@12#. In Ref.@26# the measurement o
a low-statisticsb-delayeda spectrum of16N has been re-
ported. Because of the low statistical database, these re
have not been incorporated into the fits. Therefore only
b-delayeda spectrum of 16N reported in Ref.@12# is in-
cluded in the present study.

2. Review of the literature on elastic scattering

In the measurements of elastica scattering on12C only
Ref. @13# reports useful primary angular distribution dat
Additional angular distributions are shown in Refs.@14,15#,
but since they are reported without errors, they are exclu
from the present analysis. In the work of@13# the angular
distributions were analyzed using Eq.~3! ~‘‘Legendre fit’’!
for each individual distribution. We have repeated this ana
sis and find general agreement with the reported phase sh
However, the~1s) errors derived with the minimization
routine7 MINUIT @27# in our analysis are about a factor of
smaller for individual data points than those in Ref.@13#,
taking the quoted systematic errors into account. More
portantly, from Figs. 9 and 10 of Ref.@13# it is obvious that
there are strong correlations between partial waves. For
ample, betweenEa55.2 and 5.8 MeV, corresponding to th
broad 11.4 MeV 32 resonance in16O, the l 51 data are
noticeably lowered. The correlations between the par
waves were corroborated in the present analysis. The co
lation matrix for such a Legendre fit@Eq. ~3!# is shown, as an
example, in Table I for the angular distribution a
Ea53.276 MeV. This particular distribution was obtained othe

em-
ve

7In general, for fitting minimizations,MINUIT was used. Tests with
DNL2SN of the National Institute of Standards libraries gave nea
identical or slightly worse results.
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the 9.61 MeVJp512 resonance where the fit should b
dominated by thel 51 partial wave. However, Table
shows extremely strong correlations between the extra
l 51,2,3 phase shifts.

With regard to the target thickness problems alluded
above~Sec. II!, Fig. 1 shows an angular distribution of Re
@13# obtained atEa53.276 MeV. The experimental distribu
tion shows a characteristic deep minimum, due to destruc
interference, which is partially filled in due to finite targ
thickness effects~see Sec. III C 3!. A surface fit utilizing the
R-matrix methods described below~for extensive discussion
see Sec. III C 3! indicates the depth that the interferen
minimum should have for a zero thickness target. The L
endre fit@Eq. ~3!# also shown in the figure, however, close
matches the interference minimum even though no ta
thickness effect has been taken into account, demonstra
how Legendre fits can incorrectly compensate for a fin
target thickness. Surface fits for target thicknesses ofD50
andD5100 keV, quoted in Ref.@13#, are shown8 in Fig. 1.

3. Error determination

As in Ref. @12# we find that most of the data investigate
show the presence of systematic errors and inconsisten
with respect to one another as well as strong correlation
parameters. Furthermore, the quantitiesSE1~300! and
SE2~300! are not direct parameters of either theR- or
K-matrix theory, even though we try to approach this
much as possible~Sec. III.A.2.!. This poses the immediat
problem of the error determination in a statistical analy
with obvious systematic contributions, high parameter co
lation, and derived secondary quantities, to which there
be no exact solution. As in Ref.@12# we therefore take~in-
tuitively! as an acceptable range of paramet
x limit
2 5xmin

2 19xn
2 , with xn

2 being the error per point of the
combined fits. In our simulations, where no systematic err
are present, we also used Monte Carlo methods, i.e., m
randomization and analysis of the resulting distributions
estimate our errors. Such Monte Carlo methods would h
led to the most appropriate error determinations if all m
surements fitted had been free of systematic error.

C. Results fromR- and K-matrix fits

In the following sections we will use several methods
incorporating the published radiative capture and elastic s
tering angular distributions into theR- andK-matrix analy-
ses.

8Throughout the paper elastic scattering target thicknesses
quoted for ana laboratory energy of 1 MeV. In the integration
over the target thickness, the energy dependence of the stop
power was, however, included.

TABLE I. Correlation matrix for a phase-shift fit according t
Eq. ~3! to the angular distribution atEa53.276 MeV of Ref.@13#.

d0 d1 d2 d3

d0 1.000 20.214 20.456 20.461
d1 20.214 1.000 0.908 0.942
d2 20.456 0.908 1.000 0.931
d3 20.461 0.942 0.931 1.000
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First, in Sec. III C 1, we will assume thatsE1 is suffi-
ciently well determined by the16N experiments@12# so that
the E1 andE2 contributions to the12C(a,g)16O reaction
can be reasonably well determined~including the correct
propagation of errors! from the measuredsE1 /sE2 ratios
that have been determined from the analyses ofg-ray angu-
lar distributions at various energies@7,9,11#. Such a proce-
dure should result in improved sets of bothE1 andE2 cross
sections, which can then be incorporated into the parame
zations for extrapolation of the totalS factor to 300 keV.
Similar approaches have been published previously, e.
@9,11,23#. However, these earlierE2 data sets were clearly
affected by the poorly knownE1 component.

In a second approach~Sec. III C 2! we use the method of
surface fits for the first time to analyze theg-ray angular
distributions directly in terms of theR- andK-matrix param-
etrizations, while still retaining the analysis of the elasti
scattering in terms of the phase shifts@13# and the results of
the b-delayeda spectrum from the16N-decay experiments
in the simultaneous analysis.

Finally, a full surface analysis of both theg-ray and elas-
tic scattering angular distributions, in conjunction with th
16N-decay results of@12#, is presented in Sec. III C 3 in
terms of anR-matrix analysis.

1. K-matrix fits to E2 data derived
from best published E1 values

New values for thesE2 cross sections were determined
employing the best set ofsE1 values from Ref.@12# in con-
junction with the ratiossE2/sE1 from Refs.@7,9,11#. These
are shown in Fig. 2.

The sE2 cross sections and thel 52 phase-shift data of
Ref. @13# were then analyzed in terms of theK-matrix pa-
rametrization described in Sec. III A 2. The calculated value
for xn

2 for fixed values ofSE2(300) over the range 0–160
keV b, each time allowing five parameters to vary~the g
width of the subthreshold state was fixed to its experimen
value and the position of the echo pole was fixed at 8 Me
@23#!, are shown in Fig. 3.

are

ping

FIG. 1. Experimental angular distribution forEa53.276 MeV
@13# and the Legendre fit~long dashes! corresponding to Eq.~3!.
R-matrix surface fits forD50 ~dotted curve! and 100 keV~short
dashes! target thicknesses are also shown.
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Best K-matrix fits for Refs.@9# and @11# to the capture
data are shown in Fig. 2. To test the dependence of the
sults on the choice of background parametrization, we h
performed otherK-matrix fits to the data, in which the posi
tion of the echo pole was allowed to vary. In all of th
K-matrix analyses, we find that the present data do not c
strain the value ofSE2(300) to an astrophysically usefu
level of precision.

The same conclusion was reached in our two-le
R-matrix fits. Again we observe thatxn

2 ~the quality of the
fits! is nearly constant for values ofSE2(300) over the range
0–150 keV b.

2. Surface fits to radiative capture data

In this section, we describe an analysis which, for the fi
time, utilizesR- andK-matrix surface fits to the combine
set of radiative capture angular distributions described

FIG. 2. SE2 values derived from the data of Refs.@9,11# as
described in the text. The short-dashed and dotted curves show
K-matrix best fits to the individualSE2 values derived from Ref.
@11# and Ref. @9# data, respectively. The microscopic potenti
model prediction of Ref.@9# is shown by the long-dashed curve.

FIG. 3. x2 dependence onSE2~300! as calculated inK-matrix
fits to the individualSE2 values derived from the data of Refs.@11#
~dashed curve! and @9# ~solid curve!. The curves are simply guide
to the eye.
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Sec. III B 1, along with the usual analyses of thel 51 and
l 52 elastic scattering phase-shifts@13#, and the16N-decay
data@12#. In these fits we have chosen to use the phase sh
data of Ref.@13# with their larger errors rather than our own
recalculated values. TheR-matrix formalism for theE2 part
of the radiative capture is described in Sec. III A 1. For the
K-matrix studies theE1 parametrization is described in@12#,
while theE2 parametrization was chosen as outlined abov
~Sec. III A 2!. The states used for each partial wave are
specified in Sec. III A.

We have performed a series ofK-matrix fits for various
fixed values ofSE1(300), varyingSE2(300) between 0 and
150 keV b. The values ofxn

2 obtained in these fits are shown
in Fig. 4, for the angular distributions of Ref.@11#. Again we
find that the data do not permit astrophysically meaningfu
constraints onSE2(300). The same conclusion was reached
when fitting the angular distributions of Ref.@9#.

For theR-matrix calculations in this section, the radius
parameter was fixed ata56.5 fm, the best value from Ref.
@12#. Fig. 5 shows a contour plot ofx2 as a function of
SE1~300! and SE2~300!. It is apparent from the figure that
SE1~300! andSE2~300! in this combination of fitted data sets
are nearly linearly independent; i.e., the variation of one o
them does not, in general, substantially influence the resu
obtained for the other variable. An interesting feature of Fig
5 is that destructive interference in theE1-radiative-capture
channel in the energy region between the 7.1 and 9.6 Me
states is excluded, confirming the conclusion reported prev
ously in Ref.@12#. The minimum of thex2 distributions is
found at SE1~300!580.8 keV b and SE2~300!511.4 keV b,
demonstrating the strong dependences on SE1~300! on the
16N-decay data and SE2~300! on the elastic scattering data.
An important result following from the analysis of the

elastic phase-shift data of@13# is that, in all ourR- and
K-matrix studies to date, including those reported in@12#, the
analysis of the elastic datawithout the inclusion of the16N
results invariably led to a minimization where the reduced
a widths of both theJp512 andJp521 subthreshold states
were close to zero. This result for theJp512 subthreshold

the

al

s

FIG. 4. Dependence ofx2 onSE2~300! for SE1~300! equal to 70
keV b ~solid curve!, 80 keV b ~long dashes!, and 90 keV b~short
dashes! calculated from surfaceK-matrix fits to the data of Ref.
@11#.
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400 54BUCHMANN, AZUMA, BARNES, HUMBLET, AND LANGANKE
state is clearly in contradiction to that reported in@12#, while
the latter is in disagreement with thea-transfer data~see Sec.
V C!. Whenever the16N results are included, however, th
simultaneous analysis consistently leads to a finite value
the reduceda width of the Jp512 state and to a value o
SE1~300! near 80 keV b. This behavior is discussed further
the next section.

3. Full surface fits to elastic scattering
and radiative capture data

Here, the results of performing surface fits to the angu
distributions of both the radiative capture data and the ela
scattering data are presented. Although theb-delayeda
spectrum of16N was included, as usual, in most of the fits,
was excluded in the calculations for one contour plot in or
to emphasize certain aspects of fits to the elastic scatte
data. For the reasons given above these analyses were
formed for theR-matrix fits only.

We begin by reporting the results of some studies spe
cally related to the analysis of the elastic scattering distri
tions. First, the effects of the target thickness were taken
account for the fits to the elastic data. This was done initia
by integrating over the appropriate energy-dependent ta
thickness when calculating the theoretical yield for each d
point in each iteration of the least squares minimization r
tine. However, in order to avoid the extensive computat
necessary for a full integration of this type in the numero
fits for the contour plots, an approximation was used. A c
rection matrix was produced where the element for each
point was taken to be the ratio between the best-fit theo
cal value with a full integration and the corresponding va
calculated with the sameR-matrix parameters but no integra
tion. Thus, in these later minimizations, the theoretical va
at each point was multiplied by the corresponding ratio
the correction matrix to approximate the integration. Ma
subsequent comparisons have shown that the results fo
two methods are essentially the same.

In Ref. @13#, 12C target thicknesses of 17–34mg/cm2 are
reported which correspond to energy lossesD of about
34–74 keV atEa51 MeV. The target plane was inclined a

FIG. 5. Contour plot ofx2 versusSE1~300! andSE2~300! for
a56.5 fm, calculated using the elastic phase-shift analysis of R
@13# and the other data as discussed in the text. Contour lines
ceed in steps of 10 fromx25830 to 900, and in steps of 100 from
900 to 1600. The minimum of the fit is marked with a cross. T
best values areSE1~300!580.8 keV b andSE2~300!511.4 keV b.
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30° relative to the beam axis, resulting in a doubling of thi
thickness. We have performed a series ofR- andK-matrix
surface fits for a range of energy-dependent target thic
nesses. The bestR-matrix fit ~for a56.5 fm! was found,
however, forD5175 keV as shown in Fig. 6. The inclusion
or exclusion of distributions at narrow resonances, large
responsible for large values ofx2, does not substantially
affect this result. However, in a further series of calculation
concerning target thickness effects~which we do not report
here in detail! it has been found that the best value for th
target thickness is independent of the value of the interacti
radiusa. Because the best-fit value at the minimum inx2 is
outside the quoted range of target thicknesses, and beca
other unidentified processes may have contributed to the
effects, we chose an average target thickness ofD5100 keV,
close to the center of the quoted thickness range in Ref.@13#,
for the subsequent calculations. We note that the small val
of the subthreshold reduced width amplitudes~see below! is
not strongly affected by any reasonable choice of value
the target thicknessD.

Regarding the dependence of the least squares fit on
interaction radiusa, we note that the best fits to the elastic
distributions alone are achieved for the unusually low radiu
of a54.5 fm.

Fits to the elastic data posed many additional difficultie
particularly associated with energy-dependent systematic
rors. This was already noted in Ref.@13# where several of the
derived phase shifts were excluded because they occurred
very sharp resonances. In order to get reasonable values
the totalx2 in our work, several angular distributions nea
sharp resonances were excluded from the surface fits. Ev
so, with this exclusion and the target thickness correctio
values for thex2/point of 2.5→3.5 were obtained for the
best fits. In Fig. 7 the normalized deviations of the exper
mental values from the corresponding theoretical fits a
shown for the high-energy data points in the distributions
Data points are shown in a linear order on thex axis by
ascending angle and energy. Clearly, systematic and perio
deviations between fit and data for each individual distribu
tion are visible. As noted in the previous section where th
elastic phase-shift data were used, the surface fits to the e

ef.
ro-

e

FIG. 6. Dependence of the least squares fit parameterx2 on the
target thickness is shown for both theR-matrix analysis with
a56.5 fm ~dashed curve! and theK-matrix analysis~dotted curve!
for the angular distributions of@13#. For theR-matrix fits the angu-
lar distributions atEa53.571, 4.251, 5.251, and 6.558 MeV were
excluded.
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tic angular distributions also lead to very small values for t
reduceda widths of theJp512 and 21 subthreshold states
In addition, the width of the 6.131 MeVJp532 was found
to be significantly larger than that reported in@12#. These
results are discussed in more detail in the following.

The results of the minimization of thep- andd-wave fits,
which yielded small values forg11 andg12 both for fits to the
phase shifts and for surface fits to the data of Ref.@13#, are in
contradiction to the results reported in Ref.@13# in which
rather large values of the reduceda width of both the
l 51 andl 52 subthreshold states were found. However,
authors of Ref.@13# restrict theirl 52 background state en
ergy to be aboveE32515 MeV using arguments about th
position of physical states.9 The authors of Ref.@13# find,
however, their best fit for the lowest of their backgrou
state energies and the smallest reduced width~Table 4 of
@13#!. Lowering the background state energy further wou
have led to the~close to! zero result we find.

In the next phase of this study the analysis was expan
to full surface fits to both the radiative capture and the ela
scattering angular distributions, with emphasis at this st
only on theE1 component of the radiative capture. For the
R-matrix fits, the influence of the choice of the interactio
radiusa was explored in detail. However, in order to high
light the effects of the elastic scattering angular distributio
in the determination of the reduceda widths of the sub-
threshold states, the analysis was done without the inclu
of theb-delayeda spectrum of16N. Figure 8 shows a con-
tour plot forx2 as a function ofSE1~300! and the interaction
radius a, for a target thicknessD of 100 keV. The fit is
strongly dominated by thea dependence of the elastic sca
tering. At the minimum forx2 the value of the interaction
radius wasa55.0 fm andSE1~300! was found to be 70
keV b, ranging from 30 to 165 keV b. This value o

9We find the best values forE32<10 MeV.

FIG. 7. Normalized differences~experimental value minus fitted
value divided by the error!, calculated with surfaceR-matrix fits to
some of the higher-energy (Ea. 5.8 MeV! angular distributions of
Ref. @13# are shown as a function of the data point number, i.e., d
points ordered by angle and energies. Each of the periodic patt
corresponds to an angular distribution at one energy. These pat
indicate repetitive systematic problems.
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SE1~300! is a compromise between the radiative capture d
tending to high values and the elastic scattering data lead
to low values. This figure should be compared with Fig.
of Ref. @12# where a similar plot is shown that employs
however, the phase-shift results of Ref.@13# and the16N data
of @12#. The results of the two figures are in contradictio
with respect to the stronga dependence found with the in
clusion of the full elastic scattering data set.

The analysis was then further broadened to include
b-delayeda spectrum of16N, with emphasis now on both
theE1 andE2 components of the radiative capture. Figure
shows a contour plot forx2 versusSE2~300! and the interac-
tion radius a. For these fits, also, a target thickness
D5100 keV was used. At the minimum ofx2, best-fit values
were found to beSE2~300!513 keV b anda55.5 fm. With
the error criterion in Sec. III B 3 forx2, Fig. 9 leads to the
restrictionsSE2(300)<35 keV b and, for the interaction ra
dius, 5.2<a< 6.0 fm. This range fora is significantly lower
than that found in the analysis of@12# where the best value
was found to be 6.5 fm. The value ofa at the minimum is
increased relative to the fits of Fig. 8 because of the influe
of the 16N a spectrum. The relatively low values fo
SE2~300! at the minimum ofx2 are attributed solely to the
effects of the elastic angular distribution data. Also, the
strictions onSE2~300! for small interaction radiia are stron-
ger than for largera. For the case wherea54.5 fm, thex2

minimum is obtained with destructive interference betwe
the direct capture and the subthreshold pole term for
radiative capture channel, and yields a value
SE2~300!51 keV b, while the minimum for constructive in
terference is found at 30 keV b. As can be seen by comp
son with Fig. 5, the restrictions onSE2~300! are far more
stringent for any interaction radiusa than those imposed by
the phase-shift data as, for example, in the analyses of S
III C 1 and III C 2. The minimum of x2 is found for
SE1~300! at 82 keV b.

ta
rns
rns

FIG. 8. Dependence of the least squares parameterx2 on
SE1~300! and the interaction radiusa for a 12C target thickness of
100 keV. The minimum of theR-matrix surface fit is marked with
a cross. Theb-delayeda spectrum of16N @12# was not included in
the fits for this figure. Fits withx2 exceeding 7100 were set to thi
value and not explored further.
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The large value for the reduceda width of the Jp532

subthreshold state derived here is at variance with the ana
sis of theb-delayeda spectrum of16N reported in@12#. In
that study,b feeding to the subthreshold state~6.130 MeV!
only was allowed, whereas in the present study a consid
able improvement in the fits was achieved when th
b-feeding factors of both the 11.4 MeV and the backgroun
state were allowed to be variable parameters. The reason
this improvement is that the elastic scattering data try
force an excessive subthreshold 32 a width into the 16N
spectrum which can only be compensated for by includin
additional states into the fit to theb-delayeda spectrum of
16N. As a consequence, more structuredf waves and a larger
variation ofSE1~300! with the interaction radiusa are pro-
duced.

In Figs. 10~a!–10~h! we show, representing all data sets
some of our bestR-matrix surface fits to theg-ray angular
distributions, elastic angular distributions~with D5100 keV
target thickness corrections!, and theb-delayeda spectrum
of 16N obtained by usingR-matrix theory.

In Table II the least squares contributions for the best
taking all available primary data into account are shown.

4. Conclusions drawn from the fits to the experimental data

In the fits using the published phase shifts of@13#,
SE2~300! was poorly constrained. To understand the origin o
the uncertainty inSE2(300), we note that the value of
SE2(300) is dominated by the reduceda width of the sub-
threshold 21 state. However, in the energy regime ove
which present data exist (E>1 MeV!, the high-energy wing
of the bound state interferes with the undetermined bac
ground~tails of higher-lying resonances and the DC compo
nent!. Since neither the full nature of the background nor th
extent of the interference is known, the data can be fitt
over a large range of values of the reduceda width of the
subthreshold state, leading to the observed uncertainty
SE2(300) in our fits. Thus we find that, with the published

FIG. 9. Dependence of the least squares parameterx2 on
SE2~300! and the interaction radiusa for a 12C target thickness of
100 keV at 1 MeV. The minimum of theR-matrix fit is marked
with a cross. Fits withx2 exceeding 7500 are set to this value an
not further explored. The best fit leads to values ofSE2(300)<35
keV b and 5.2<a< 6.0 fm.
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phase shift data, all values of SE2~300! below 140 keV b are
acceptable with the error criterion of Sec. III B 3~Fig. 5 of
Sec. III C 2!.

We have found, however, that the analysis involving su
face fits to the elastic scattering angular distribution data im
posed more stringent restrictions for each partial wave th
those found from the phase-shift analysis described above
was found that these restrictions were not important for t
E1-radiative-capture results as long as the16N a spectrum
was fitted simultaneously. However, they were dominant f
theE2 component. The results for thel 51 andl 53 fits are
hard to reconcile with fits to theb-delayeda spectrum of
16N. For theE2 radiative capture, significantly smaller re
sults are found forSE2(300), pointing to a very small re-
duced width for the subthreshold 21 state in contradiction to
the results ofa-transfer reactions and theoretical prediction
~see Sec. V!. Because of these concerns, and the questio
raised previously about both the magnitude of the statistic
errors and the presence of significant systematic errors in
elastic scattering data~at the extremely low level pertinent to
the subthreshold states; see Sec. IV B!, we are not prepared
to adopt the tighter restrictions deduced from our surface fi
We conclude that our present analysis leads to the followi
results: For theE1 component the result from Ref.@12# still
remains the most solid determination and isSE1~300!579
621 keV b. For theSE2~300! component, the best estimate
from the present analyses isSE2~300!<140 keV b, as quoted
above.

IV. POSSIBLE RESTRICTIONS ON S„300…
BY IMPROVED DATA

In this section we explore what possible constraints cou
be imposed on the rate of the12C(a,g)16O reaction at the
astrophysically most important energy if improved data we
available, and where such improvements are most likely
come from. To do this, we first simulate possible exper
ments by randomizing likely cross sections and angular d
tributions. These pseudodata are then subjected to many
the kinds ofR- and K-matrix analyses described above t
determine what the possible error limits may be. Since it
difficult to simulate in any realistic way the systematic error
which may afflict future experiments, our predictions ar
based solely on statistical uncertainties. In this connection
is important to note that the error criterion defined in Se
III B 3 is inappropriate for error determination in these simu
lations. In fact, for a purely statistical analysis~i.e., with no
systematic errors! as in the discussion below, that criterion
would correspond to a 3s error, if the fitting formalism were
linear in its parameters and theS factor a parameter of the fit.

A. Possible limits imposed by radiative capture data

Because the actual set up of future experiments design
to measure directly the capture rate of12C(a,g)16O is sub-
ject to much uncertainty, we make the following assumptio
about the parameters of a possible experiment. First, we h
assumed that a 4p g-ray detection geometry will be avail-
able and that the analysis will involve fits to the total cros
section of12C(a,g)16O, i.e., the sum of the cross sections o
the radiativeE1 andE2 ground state transition. Second, w

d
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FIG. 10. Results of the bestR-matrix surface fits~with a 55.5 fm! to some representative radiative capture angular distributions,
elastic angular distributions~with D5100 keV!, and the 16N data. Shown are theg-ray angular distributions of~a! Ref. @11# at
Ea52.571 MeV,~b! theg-ray angular distribution of Ref.@7# atEa52.420 MeV,~c! the 90° data of Ref.@7#, ~d! theg-ray distribution of
Ref. @9# at Ea52.360 MeV,~e! the g 90° measurement Ref.@8#, the elastica-particle angular distributions of Ref.@13# at ~f! Ea55.919
MeV and ~g! Ea56.458 MeV, and~h! theb-delayeda spectrum of16N @12#.
1
a
ch
er-
assume~probably over-optimistically! that the energy range
of the measurements goes down toE5500 keV and that,
aboveE51 MeV, the energies of existing measurements wi
be used. Finally, we have chosen to attribute 20% statistic
error to data points with less than 0.1 nb cross section, 15
ll
al
%

for points between 0.1 and 1 nb, 10% for points between
and 10 nb, and 5% for points above 10 nb to simulate to
degree real experimental conditions. The existence of su
experimental data would indeed represent a very consid
able improvement over any data presently available.
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Arbitrarily we have selected a previous solution with 7
keV b for theE1 component and 70 keV b for theE2 com-
ponent, i.e.,S(300)5149 keV b, as the reference cross se
tions to be randomized. In addition, the16N data of Ref.@12#
were included in the subsequent fits. Elastic data were
cluded on the basis of the systematic problems noted ab
Fits were done only fora55.5 fm as the original reference
cross sections were calculated at this interaction radius
number of sets of pseudodata were derived from the re
ence cross sections, and each was analyzed with
R-matrix procedure. These fits showed that although e
minimization did not necessarily yield the reference val
for S(300), a series of such randomizations produced a
tistical distribution whose center was close to the refere
value and whose width is indicative of the likely restriction
on the totalS factor. The widthss of these distributions are
2.2, 20.1, and 20.1 keV b for theE1, E2, and totalS factors,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 11.10 We would therefore ex-
pect relative errors for the totalS factor of about 13% for the
particular conditions of these randomizations for a 1s error
in the Monte Carlo simulations.

To compare the restrictions onS(300) based on the meth
ods of the previous sections an arbitrary pseudodata set
selected for detailed analysis of parameter correlations.
ure 12 shows an example of such a radiative capture pse
data set and fits to these data. The value ofx2 was then
calculated for this pseudodata set as a function ofSE2~300!
with SE1~300! constant at the value noted above resulting
the usual least squares parabola.11 The error based on ou
error criterion~Sec. III B 3! for this one distribution is abou
40 keV b, which is twice that of the Monte Carlo simulatio
Further simulations show that the absolute errors stay ne
constant for most values ofSE2~300!; i.e., the relative error
decreases withS(300).

As a result of this and other simulations, it appears tha
will be difficult in the near future to obtain the astrophys
cally desired precision for the helium-burning proble

10Note that theE1 and theE2 distributions are not statistically
independent here; i.e., the distribution widths do not add necess
in quadrature for the total cross section distribution. This is larg
due to the higher statistical weight of the radiative captu
~pseudo!data ~fitted as the total sum! compared to the16N data,
while in the results shown in Fig. 5 thel 51 part was statistically
entirely fixed by theb-delayeda decay of 16N with little weight
coming from the radiative capture data.
11ThusS(300) varies asSE2~300!.

TABLE II. Contributions tox2 for a best fit with a12C target
thickness of 100 keV anda55.5 fm.

Fit to Number of points Totalx2

g @11# 96 258
g @7# 40 120
g @7# 90° 17 77
g @9# 18 30
g @8# 36 110
16N @12# 87 100
elastic@13# 1583 5926
9
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through improvements in theg-ray experiments alone if the
statistical accuracy stays close to the level of the pres
experiments. Either measurements down to aboutE5500
keV with considerable statistical accuracy or measureme
of higher energies with many-times improved accuracy w
be required to approach the precision required by stel
models~about 30%!, as additional simulations have demon
strated.

B. Possible limits imposed by improved elastic scattering data

In previous sections we have seen that the elastic angu
distributions of Ref.@13# indeed pose considerable restric
tions onSE2~300! ~see Fig. 9! which would lower the uncer-
tainty in SE2~300!, if those data did not have systemati
problems as discussed above. For this reason, we have
ated elastic pseudodata by randomizing a previo
R-matrix fit to the elastic scattering angular distributions o
Ref. @13# to gain further insight into how far improved elastic
scattering data could restrictSE2~300!. For convenience, the
same energies and angles as those of Ref.@13# were taken. In
the randomization procedure, we have used a statistical e
of 1.5%, equivalent to the rough average of statistical erro
in Ref. @13#, and an error of 1% in another simulation. Usin
the pseudodata set corresponding to the 1.5% randomizat
we have then explored the dependence ofx2 on g12 with the
p-wave parameters either fixed or as free variables. Neith
the b-delayeda spectrum of16N nor the radiative capture
data were used in these initial fits. For computing time re
sons some of the calculations were performed for zero tar
thickness as we do not find any change in statistical behav
and only minor changes in the parameters. Target thic
nesses were included in some of the simulations because
base fits, being randomized, were derived from fits to t
data of @13# using finite target thicknesses. No noticeab
effects were noticed from inclusion or exclusion of the targ
thickness. The results are shown in Fig. 13.

If the p-wave parameters are left free in these fits, th
reduced width amplitudeg11 closely followsg12. This again

rily
ly
re

FIG. 11. TheSE1~300! ~crosses!, SE2~300! ~stars!, andS~300!
~plus signs! distributions from 505R-matrix fits to the randomized
12C(a,g)16O total cross section pseudodata as described in the te
The 16N data of Ref.@12# were included in the fits, whereas the
elastic data of Ref.@13# were not.
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demonstrates how closely some of the parameters are c
lated. We also note that the constraints ong12 become tighter
for decreasing interaction radiia.

Simultaneous fits employing the elastic pseudodata,
b-delayeda spectrum of16N, and the radiative capture da
@7–9,11# were then carried out and the results of this stu
are shown in Fig. 14. Values ofa56.5 and 6.0 fm for the
radius parameter and target thicknesses ofD5 0 and 100
keV were used. With our error criterion, thex2 distributions
of Fig. 14 result in errors onSE2~300! of 10 keV b ~1.5%!
and 7 keV b~1%! , respectively, to which additional exper
mental systematic errors and some variations arising f
thea dependence of the data would have to be added in
fits to real data. For this particular randomization our er
criterion corresponds to 3 times the Monte Carlo error d
cussed in the next paragraph.

FIG. 12. Best fit, includingE1 ~short dashes!, E2 ~dots!, and
total S factor ~long dashes!, to a randomized radiative capture di
tribution ~‘‘pseudodata’’! as discussed in the text.

FIG. 13. R-matrix analysis~with a56.5 fm and zero targe
thickness! of the randomized elastic scattering angular distribut
pseudodata with 1.5% statistics. The dependence ofx2 on g12 for
all parameters allowed us to vary~solid curve! and thep-wave
parameters fixed~dashed curve! are shown.
orre-

the
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Alternatively, we have performed Monte Carlo simula
tions to determine the effectiveness of elastic angular dist
butions in restricting the value ofS(300). First, a reference
set of elastic angular distributions was created as describ
above but with SE2~300!550 keV b, i.e., S(300)5130
keV b. The reference angular distributions were then ra
domized to create a set of pseudo elastic angular distrib
tions which were then included in a simultaneousR-matrix
analysis, along with the experimental radiative capture a
16N data to yield fitted values forSE1~300!, SE2~300!, and
S(300). This randomization and fitting procedure was the
repeated several times to give distributions for the values
these quantities. Three sets of Monte Carlo simulations we
done for statistical fluctuations of 1%, 2%, and 5%, respe
tively in the randomization procedure. The distributions ar
similar to those in Fig. 11 and result in 1s errors for
S(300) of 2.2, 6.4, and 11.3 keV b, respectively, for thes
levels of statistics, with similar errors forSE2~300! and errors
less than 1.5 keV b forSE1~300!. It may be noted that the
Monte Carlo simulations indeed show that the statistic
level achieved in Ref.@13# is sufficient to constrain the total
S factor of 12C(a,g)16O to a precision of 3% for this ran-
domization.

The influence of thel 51 and l 52 subthreshold states
on the elastic scattering distributions is, indeed, relative
subtle. To demonstrate this and to estimate the effects wh
can be expected in any elastica-scattering experiment, we
have created a set of pseudodata from anR-matrix fit
(a56.5 fm! to the angular distributions of Ref.@13#. Figures
15 and 16 show the absolute and relative differences, resp
tively, for the l 52 phase shift calculated with values o
g1250 and 0.2 MeV1/2 . Similar results are found for com-
parable variations ofg11. The phase shifts used in Figs
15,16 were obtained from a least squares minimization fit

-

on

FIG. 14. x2 versusSE2~300! for an R-matrix analysis of the
randomized elastic scattering angular distribution pseudodata cal
lated for 1.5% statistics~dashed curve witha56.5 fm and zero
target thickness! and 1% statistics~solid curve witha56.0 fm and
100 keV target thickness!. Theb-delayeda spectrum of16N and
the experimental radiative capture angular distribution data we
included in both analyses. The different depths of the minima
well as the different widths of the distributions are to a considerab
degree caused by the different interaction radiia.
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the pseudodata for each value of the reduced width.12

The figures show that the width of theJp521 subthresh-
old state influences points throughout the energy range,
most strongly above the narrow 21 resonance for the abso
lute differences. For the relative differences, however,
greatest effect is at the lowest energies. Typically, substan
changes in the widths of subthreshold states result in ph
shift differences of a fraction of a degree or cross sect
differences of about a millibarn~0.1–1.0 %!. Most impor-
tantly, differences in cross section are most pronounced
angles smaller than 90° while scattering into the backw
hemisphere seems to be in many cases relatively insens
to the subthreshold widths.

We conclude that the reduced width amplitudeg12 can be
deduced from elastic scattering data with the astrophysic
desired precision, in particular with the now available16N

12In Ref. @13# a similar figure~Fig. 2! is shown with a much larger
variation of phase shifts for different subthreshold reduced wid
(ua,12

2 ). No reminimizations of otherR-matrix parameters were per
formed for this figure. However, much smaller differences th
shown in Fig. 2 of Ref.@13# are expected in the analysis of elast
scattering experiments since parameter correlations and limited
tistical precision will substantially reduce the observable effects
subthreshold states.

FIG. 15. ~a! Absolutel 52 phase-shift differences between tw
R-matrix surface fits~both witha56.5 fm! to the elastic scattering
angular distribution pseudodata~with 1.5% statistics!, first with the
amplitudeg12 fixed at 0 and then withg12 fixed at 0.2 MeV

1/2. ~b!
Absolute differences in cross sections from anR-matrix analysis of
the elastic scattering angular distribution pseudodata at the
energiesEa53451, 5251, 5819, and 6258 keV~solid, short-dashed,
long-dashed, and dotted curves, respectively! for the same condi-
tions as in~a!.
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data, if the systematic errors in the elastic scattering me
surements can be reduced considerably compared with R
@13# and the statistics preferably improved. The reduce
width amplitudeg11 derived from the16N data could be used
in such a measurement as a consistency check.

C. Other experiments to restrict important reduced widths

For the determination of theE2 component of the radia-
tive capture, it may be possible to restrict the reduceda
width of the 6.92 MeV state in16O by other means, e.g., by
using theb-delayed proton decay of17Ne into unbound
states of16O as recently proposed in Ref.@29#. If we make
the assumption that at least the ratio of the reduceda widths,
g11/g12, can be determined, we simulate the restrictions im
posed by this determination by doing fits to the radiativ
capture angular distribution data@24,8,9,11# and the
b-delayeda spectrum of 16N @12#. Elastic data were ex-
cluded for the reasons given above~Sec. IV!. The result is
Fig. 17, showingx2 versusSE2~300! with the ratio of the
reduced width amplitudes,g11/g12, fixed at 0.51 ~the
weighted best value from Sec. V C!. Any uncertainty in
g11/g12 will cause shifts in the parabola from which this
additional error onS~300! can be evaluated.
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FIG. 16. ~a! Relativel 52 phase-shift differences between two
R-matrix surface fits~both witha56.5 fm! to the elastic scattering
angular distribution pseudodata~with 1.5% statistics!, first with the
amplitudeg12 fixed at 0 and then withg12 fixed at 0.2 MeV

1/2. ~b!
Relative differences in cross sections from anR-matrix analysis of
the elastic scattering angular distribution pseudodata at the fo
energiesEa53451, 5251, 5819, and 6258 keV~solid, short-dashed,
long-dashed, and dotted curves, respectively! for the same condi-
tions as in~a!.
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We conclude that, ifg12, the subthreshold state reduce
a-width amplitude in the l 52 radiative capture of
12C(a,g)16O, or ~less stringently! g11/g12, its ratio to the
width of the subthreshold 7.12 MeV state, can be restric
by any experiment, the cross section factorSE2~300! can be
as well.

V. ADDITIONAL ASPECTS OF 12C„a,g…16O

A. Reduced widths and transfer reactions

There have been many attempts to estimate the redu
a widths involved in the12C(a,g)16O reaction from studies
of a-transfer reactions@3,30–37#. In general, dimensionles
reduceda widths are connected to the reduced width amp
tudesgll of theR-matrix theory

13 via @17#

ull ,a
2 5

2ma2gll
2

3\2 50.0479a2gll
2 , ~17!

with a in fermi andgll
2 in MeV. The results obtained for

gll in different experimental analyses are, however, dep
dent on the potentials used or implied in the analysis of
reaction data.

B. Reduced widths in theE1 radiative capture

As we have found significant systematic error effects
sulting from the elastic scattering angular distribution a
phase-shift data, particularly with respect to the reduc
widths of the subthreshold states, we have excluded th
from the further analysis presented here. This n
R-matrix analysis includes all the experimental radiative ca
ture angular distributions and the16N data as detailed above
but incorporates only one 32 state fed by16N as was done in
previous work@12#. The analysis was carried out for value
of the radius parametera ranging from 4.5 to 7.5 fm. The
reduced widthu11,a

2 for the subthreshold state at 7.12 MeV
16O was evaluated with Eq.~17! and the results are presente

13See footnote 4.

FIG. 17. x2 versusSE2~300! for the fixed ratiog11/g1250.51 at
a55.5 fm.
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in Table III. It is obvious that the reduced width deduce
from the fits does not stay constant with the interaction ra
diusa, but rather closely follows a power law as a function
of a. Because we do not know the reason for this depe
dence on the interaction radiusa, we caution against a
model-independent use of the reduceda width u11,a

2 . In ad-
dition the reduced width found, in particular arounda55.5
fm ~the interaction radius usually used in the previous litera
ture!, is considerably lower than those derived earlier~see,
e.g.,@3#, Table 7.3!.

C. Transfer reactions and reduced widths for theE2 capture

Alpha-particle transfer reactions using lithium ions on
12C have been used to extract spectroscopic informatio
about the states in16O relevant to 12C(a,g)16O @30–37#.
Problems in the determination of reduced widths by thes
transfer reactions arise from the separation of direct an
compound components~the latter being particularly signifi-
cant here!, the model dependence of the results using diffe
ent approaches to the distorted-wave Born approximatio
~DWBA! theory, structural uncertainties for specific state
~node numbers!, and the difficulties in determining back-
grounds from higher-lying states in the case of broad stru
tures like the 9.6 MeV state of16O. In general, it is possible
that ratios of reduced widths are more reliably extracted fro
the transfer reaction information than absolute reduce
widths, e.g., by eliminating energy-independent reflectio
factors arising from particular choices of nuclear potential a
e.g., discussed in Ref.@39# and references therein, thus re-
ducing some of the systematic problems. However, the r
sults of such ratio measurements which are shown in Tab
IV still exhibit a considerable experimental spread.

Calculations of reduced widths for thesea-transfer results
have been performed only for interaction radii close t
a55.5 fm. Comparison with Table IV shows that the ratio
of ua

2(7.1)/ua
2(9.6) do not agree well with the value

ua
2(7.1)/ua

2(9.6);0.1 at a55.5 fm obtained in our work
even if one takes the necessary correction fact
(11gla

2 dS/dE) into account@38#.
It has also been argued@34,37# on the basis of angular

distributions that the compound fraction in12C(6Li,d)16O is
larger than in 12C(7Li,t)16O and that the (6Li,d! data are
therefore less reliable. However, again because no clear
ergy dependence is obvious for12C(6Li,d)16O, where one
would assume a diminishing compound fraction at highe
energies, we take as our final estimate the entire range
values, i.e.,ua

2(7.1)/ua
2(6.9) ranging from 0.10 to 1.7.

This range of ratios of the reduceda widths has been
used in fits to the experimental12C(a,g)16O radiative cap-
ture angular distribution and the16N data, fora55.5 fm. A
range ofSE2~300! from 9 to 92 keV b was found. We have
varied a, keeping the ratio of reduceda widths fixed, and
find slightly lower values ofSE2~300! for small a and

TABLE III. Reduceda width u11,a
2 for theEx57.12 MeV state

in 16O usingg-capture data and the16N a spectrum in the fits.

a ~fm! 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5

u11,a
2 0.15 0.081 0.041 0.022 0.013 0.0073 0.0045
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TABLE IV. Compilation of ratios of reduceda widths ofEx56.9, 7.1, and 9.6 MeV states in16O for different references~Loeb-67@30#,
Pühl-70 @31#, Cob-76@32#, Cun-78@33#, Bec-78/1@34#, Bec-78/2@35#, Bec-80@36#, Bec-89@37#!.

Reference Loeb-67 Pu¨hl-70 Cob-76 Cun-78 Bec-78/1 Bec-78/2 Bec-80 Bec-89

Reaction 6Li( 12C,d) 12C(7Li,t) 12C(7Li,t) 12C(6Li,d) 12C(7Li,t) 12C(6Li,d) 12C(6Li,d) 12C(7Li,t)
E lab~MeV! 18–24 15–24 38 20–34 34 42.1 90.2 70/101

ua
2(7.1)

ua
2(9.6)

a b b b b 0.3560.13 0.620.3
11.7 0.3-0.6c 0.3560.07

ua
2(7.1)

ua
2(6.9)

0.4860.24 0.14d 0.18d 1.70d 0.30d,e 0.53d 0.1-0.4c 0.1760.05

0.21d,e 0.24d

aTo compare to values derived with theRmatrix a correction factor given by the ratios of 11gla
2 dS/dE ~here 0.68! has to be applied. This

correction@38# was not included in Refs.@34–37#.
bNot determined.
cRange given in Bec-80. From finite-range distorted wave~FRDW! calculations, discussed in the same article, ratio values of 0.7 and 0.4
found.
dNo errors quoted.
eFrom Bec78/2, two other combinations of ratios possible.
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slightly higher values for larger interaction radiia.
In summary, we first note that the analysis of the elas

scattering angular distributions should have given the m
stringent constraints onSE2~300!. Because of the systemat
problems found there, we are, however, not confident of
results derived by including the elastic scattering data. In
case of thea-transfer reactions quoted above, concerns ab
the model dependence ofa-transfer reactions and the prese
uncertain state of the theory connectinga-transfer reactions
andR-matrix analyses imply that similar caution should
exercised with regard to the reduced widths deduced f
a-transfer experiments.

D. Theoretical models

As the subthreshold 21 state has a well-established~4p-
4h! structure@40#, it has long been recognized that theE2
part of the low-energy12C(a,g)16O cross section should b
well described bya1 12C cluster models. In fact, cluste
model studies with varying degrees of sophistication h
been employed to calculateSE2(300). These studies includ
microscopic single-channel and multichannel genera
coordinate method~GCM! calculations as in Refs.@41–43#,
microscopic potential-model calculations@28,9,44#, and fold-
ing potential model calculations@46#. In contrast with the
microscopic GCM and potential models, which allow cons
tent descriptions of the scattering states~including the sub-
threshold 21 level! and the16O ground state within the sam
model space, the folding potential model requires the in
duction ofad hocspectroscopic factors, taken inconsisten
from outside the model, to compensate for the fact that
16O ground state is not well described by nonantisymm
trizeda1 12C cluster wave functions.

The microscopic GCM and potential model calculatio
were based on harmonic-oscillator many-body wave fu
tions with identical oscillator parametersb for the clusters.
The Pauli-forbidden states, which induce the nodal struc
in the relative wave functions and generally influence c
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ture cross sections quite sensitively@45#, are then given by
harmonic oscillator states with widthb/m, wherem is the
reduced mass parameter. The restriction of identical clus
parameters has been overcome@47# within a multichannel
orthogonal condition model~OCM! calculation based on an-
tisymmetrized a1 12C(01,21,41) cluster wave functions
~including the first 01, 21, and 41 states in12C! with dif-
ferent and realistic size parameters for thea particle and the
12C nucleus. This calculation yields a remarkably good de
scription of the low-energy16O properties. We note that this
calculation gives a slightly different energy dependence
theSE2 factors from the other calculations, which, however
is in nice agreement with theE2 data derived here from Ref.
@11# ~see Fig. 2!. At the astrophysically most effective en-
ergy the calculation in Ref.@47# predicts SE2(300)570
keV b.

All of these models, if tuned to physically relevant input
predictSE2(300) in the range 50–100 keV b~for a compila-
tion see Refs.@43,48#!. Furthermore, predictions of these
models also agree rather well with the energy dependence
SE2(E) for E,2.5 MeV ~see Fig. 2!.

VI. CONCLUSION

We summarize the conclusions derived in the precedin
sections in the analysis of the present experimental data.

~i! The S factor for theE1 capture is stable under all
fitting conditions at 80 keV b. We therefore adopt the valu
of Ref. @12# which also includes estimates of systematic e
rors in all of the measurements concerned.

~ii ! With the phase shifts of Ref.@13#, the radiative cap-
ture data, and the16N data, theS factor for theE2 capture at
300 keV is not constrained very well; we estimate 140 keV
to be a cautious upper limit forSE2~300!.

~iii ! Alternatively, with the inclusion of the elastic scatter-
ing angular distributions of Ref.@13#, restrictions are ob-
tained which limitSE2~300! to,35 keV b, with thex2 mini-
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mum at 13 keV b. However, the elastic data of@13#, taken by
themselves, lead to a minimum ofx2 with both theE1 and
the E2 subthresholda widths close to zero, which, for the
E1 part, is in direct contradiction with the result from th
16N a spectrum. There is also an inconsistency with t
f -wave subthreshold state strength. In addition, there are
perimental problems with the target thickness and the n
malization of cross sections. We are therefore not prepare
accept the results of fits to these elastic scattering data
reliable.

~iv! Both theoretical predictions onSE2~300! and
a-transfer reaction analyses yield results which are with
the broad range of values derived here. However, both
these approaches have uncertainties with magnitudes tha
main unknown.

In the determination of the total cross section for th
12C(a,g)16O reaction, cascade transitions have to be
cluded. For the cascade transitions it is found that the un
servedE2 direct capture into theJp501 state at 6.05 MeV
of 16O is likely to be the most prominent cascade transitio
with an estimatedS factor SE2

6.05~300! of 9 keV b @43#. The
direct capture into the 6.92 MeV state of16O has been esti-
mated@9# to be 7 keV b at 300 keV, while the direct captur
to the 7.12 MeV state probably contributes very little~0.3
keV b! at 300 keV. These results are highly uncertain, b
they do not constitute a large fraction of the cross section

Our final value for the totalS factor is therefore 62 keV b
<S(300)<270 keV b , where the lower limit corresponds t
SE1~300!558 keV b,SE2~300!54 keV, with zero cross sec-
tion for the cascade transitions. The upper limit is given
SE1~300!5100 keV b,SE2~300!5140 keV, with 30 keV b
for the cascade transitions. The lower limit of 4 keV b fo
SE2~300! corresponds exclusively to the direct capture pa
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of the E2 radiative capture. An alternative way to expre
the currently availableS- factor information is the~qua-
dratic! sum of the ground stateE1 andE2 S factors, and the
cascade-transitionS factors; i.e.,SE1~300!579621 keV b,
SE2~300!570670 keV b, and SC~300!516616 keV b,
which givesS~300!5165675 keV b.

Through the simulation of possible future experiments
conclude that a remeasurement of elastica scattering with
the statistical accuracy of Ref.@13# can restrictSE2~300! to a
significant precision, as is already apparent from the anal
of the data of Ref.@13#, providing that systematic errors ca
be substantially reduced as compared with the existing d
Better restrictions onS(300) in 12C(a,g)16O by improving
radiative capture data will require greatly improved data. B
cause real experiments introduce systematic errors that h
to be included in addition to the statistical errors simulat
here, it is very unlikely, in our opinion, that anS~300! value
with an error significantly smaller than 30% will be forth
coming in the foreseeable future.
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